


Long

We cut a hole in the sky, then flee.
Harrison guides us up the shoreline of Lake Superior. We 

put our faith in him like marbles in a basket.
The first island isn’t much of one. It’s land-tied, a sandspit. 

We escape the mainland across a skinny corridor of beach. Our 
feet sink into the sand and come back caked and gray in the 
diminishing light.

We hide overnight among the pines, make plans to leave in 
the morning. We don’t risk a fire at all. 

One of us breaks and runs back toward the mainland. 
He trips before he gets too far and we pin him to the ground. 
Harrison comes over. He tells the man that he’s free to leave, 
but the mainland will soon deteriorate. “The suction from 
the sky,” he says, “will take any fire and whip it into a frenzy, a 
storm. Do you want to be around for that?”

We cut an X into the traitor’s palm. We label it a reminder.
At sunrise we assemble crude rafts. Once Harrison 

approves of them, we set sail toward the next island.



Madeline

We avoid the village on the western side, the country club and 
the visitor’s center. We haul the intact rafts into sandstone 
caves, sink the damaged and poorly made ones. We do our best 
to leave no trail.

In the caves, Harrison reassures us. 
“Keep it together,” he says. “It’s a slippery slope. We can’t 

succumb to ourselves. What I’m trying to tell you is this: 
You’ve only got so many words. When you release the last of 
them your empty body will rise into the hole in the sky. We 
must conserve as much as we can, remain weighed down with 
language.”

As he speaks, we watch the scar tissue bulge above his eye 
cavity—it was kicked in long ago but healed wrong. His dead 
eye moves independently, when and wherever it pleases.

Harrison leads us deeper into the caves. The lake crashes 
against the rocky shoreline and comes to us as a muffled voice.

In the morning, Harrison explains that we need to move 
to an unpopulated island. “We’ll stay at the next one longer. 
We must wait for our work to bear fruit,” he says.

On the way out, we find a body in the caves. The body is 
not one of us and looks like an object dropped from a great 
height. The joints are inverted, the whole thing garbled.

We don’t bury it. We gather our rafts and return to the 
lake.



Basswood

Flashlight beams comb the forest back at Madeline Island. If 
they’re searching for us there, then they must have overlooked 
our escape.

We watch the fires rise from the mainland. They flood the 
night sky orange. 

The next day, we find the remains of old settlements: 
the slumped wall of a farmhouse, an unrimmed well, flooded 
quarries near the water’s edge. We swim in the rectangular 
cutouts, watch the banded walls rise high around us.

The trees hum; the hole in the sky eats. The ones who have 
coupled spend time in their tents, vinyl shaking from the effort 
inside. We all fish, explore the island, repair the rafts just in case.

Days later, we hear Harrison screaming. We run to him 
and find two sets of footprints: Harrison’s and a pair that 
disappear suddenly.

Harrison explains: “He walked with me, spoke about the 
formation of the lake. ‘The volcanic and sedimentary rocks 
have interbedded—it’s not a lake but an inland sea,’ he said. 
Then his feet lifted from the ground. He must have run out 
of words. I tried hard; I grabbed his ankles and begged him to 
stop talking, conserve himself, but he wouldn’t shut up. ‘Hold 
on,’ he pleaded. The hole pulled too much and he weighed too 
little and he slipped from my grasp and was gone.”

Harrison points into the sky. “See him,” he says. “He’s just 



a dot now. He’s almost out of sight.”
Some of us see him. Some of us don’t.
From then on we treat our voices like brittle tools. Their 

scarcity creates distance within the group. That’s not to say that 
the silence is destructive, it just claims a territory.



Michigan

We arrive at Michigan Island searching for food. The hole 
expands each day, swallows—chunks of sky buckle and 
disappear into it. Debris funnels up from the ground.

 Harrison explains: “We’re a hunted people. What we’ve 
done will only be praised with the benefit of hindsight. There 
exists a comfort and certainty to being pursued—sooner or 
later they’ll catch up.” 

Harrison shows us how to scrape algae off rocks with 
other rocks, how to tell between good and bad mushrooms, 
how to shovel out roots and mash them into an edible pulp. 
He puts stones in our mouths. “This will remind you,” he says. 
“You’re already full.”

We gnaw at the loose skin on our fingers. Sometimes, in 
fits of hunger, we eat the bad mushrooms and watch waves 
crash on the beach like a filmstrip.

We huddle in small caves by the water’s edge when it starts 
to rain. All but one of us are present. The absent one comes 
later, when it’s really coming down.

As he stumbles close, we see the torrent boring holes into 
his body—we see all the way through, see the horizon past him. 
If we could remember his name, we’d yell it. He staggers and 
drops to what’s left of his knees. His screams barely rise over 
the sound of the rain. 

We wake in a mist that smells like sulfur and burns our 
eyes. We find no trace of his body—there’s nothing to bury, 
nothing to tie us here any longer.



Gull

We sit two deep at the shoreline of the next island, watch 
Harrison raise his hands toward the sky. 

“The birds,” he says, “are closer to the hole, and hear the 
last words of the empty as they rise. They’re inheritors, blank 
slates.” He points to a flock that drifts through the clouded sky. 
“They have so much to tell us,” Harrison says. He closes his eyes 
and speaks the words lodged in them: 

open overfull washing machines / hacksaw blades rusted 
snapped by a vice / broken tools separate from their 
function / you tried and failed to use a hammer / a waste 
no longer a waste but a viable solution / you’re clots of 
dresses caught in the wind / the total compressed stack 
of box tops valium red and white scarves cast with rock / 
we rise into the sky / our best fires behind us / spit down 
/ spit home / in an act of sovereignty / as an act of regret

We watch their black bodies wheel in unison. “We’ll keep 
an eye on them,” Harrison says. “They’ll be our barometer.”

They rise higher. We can’t distinguish individual birds at 
this height—they’re more a patch of static than a flock. 
After they’re swallowed by the hole, Harrison’s face looks cast 
in bronze.

We come close, tangle him in our arms.



Stockton

On this island, black pillars rise from the earth and leak oil into 
pools. Columns of fire rise from some of them. An acrid smell 
fills the air. Harrison instructs us to turn back, prepare the rafts 
for immediate departure.

We do a head count and come up one short—one of us 
is missing. We fan out, search the island. We avoid the tight 
spirals of flame that rise into the sky, cover our mouths with our 
shirts. Finally we find the missing one—he’s tall and ankle deep 
in oil and has both hands on a pillar. When we call his name, 
his gaze doesn’t break from it. 

Harrison comes up from the beach.
The man touching the pillar explains: “A yard fills with 

cicada hum and a tall brick house sings when the choir of 
insects reflects their voices off it and my mother calls me in and 
calls me Robert and stands on a porch wiping something off 
her hands with a blue towel and the texture of the sky flakes 
structure and intolerance—”

“Stop it,” Harrison says.
“—and the ground and the sky can be called neighborly 

and perpendicular and regard each other in a way I can only 
describe as a necessary truce that’ll one day be broken and 
our trees rise three stories high and our fence disrepairs itself 
into—”

“Fucking stop it,” Harrison says.



When the man still won’t quiet, Harrison warns him one 
more time. He takes a charcoaled tree branch and lights an end 
in one of the fires. He transfers the fire onto the man clutching 
the pillar.

The man soon extinguishes from lack of fuel.
Harrison curses and mutters as we climb back onto the 

rafts.



Manitou

We laze on the bright beach. Harrison doesn’t join us, just 
wanders the island, preserved in his silence. He has a rusted 
bolt that he carries with him. He turns it over and over in his 
hands. 

He walks the island even at night—he walks it like a ghost.
We’re digging for roots when Harrison points at 

something falling from the hole. We see a little black form 
buffeted by the wind. It lands on the other side of the island 
and we run toward it.

We find a bird’s body in a shallow puddle of rainwater. 
“Is it alive?” Harrison asks. 
It is plainly not.
The impact with the ground has split the bird, laid it open. 

Its materials have changed—bones to limestone, feathers to 
chips of slate, its beak to green-tinted glass.

Harrison clasps his hand over his mouth and breathes 
through his nose. He tries hard to stifle his words. We see 
him wondering what it’ll feel like—he imagines all his body 
switched with stone and glass.



Ironwood

Harrison is gone. We ask each other who last saw him. 
One of us, a small, pale man, claims to have seen him float 

off into the sky.
We ask him why he didn’t tell us.
“I’m sorry,” the small man says. “I saw him rising from the 

far side of the island. At first I thought I was seeing things, but 
then I grew worried—I thought you’d blame me.” He sobs and 
begs forgiveness.

Three men guard him overnight. In the morning we find 
a streak of dried blood near the waterline. We question and 
accuse him, but he just fidgets and flares his nostrils. We bind 
him tight with strips of our clothes. It’s the best we can do. We 
demand to know where Harrison is.

He still says nothing so we lay open the soles of his feet 
with rocks. We spill his blood on the ground and force words 
from him. He grows lighter and lighter—his restraints now 
keep his body tethered.

Near the end, he tells us a different story. He claims that 
Harrison came to him and wouldn’t stop talking, wouldn’t 
shut up. He wanted to communicate the murmurs of trees, the 
asthmatic complaints of waves, the censure of rain. Harrison 
couldn’t deal with the lack—he just wanted to explain the 
depth and scale of his love for us. 

The pale man explains that what he did, he did out of 



concern—he only wanted to stop the pour of words. The stone 
was too heavy though, Harrison’s skull too weak. “Please,” the 
pale man says. “I’ll tell you where I buried him.”

Instead we cut the ropes and they unfurl around his body. 
We watch him rise into the sky.



North Twin

This island forces further distance between us. Even the 
tightest couples split, rip their shared tents in half. We establish 
individual territories and make camp equidistant from each 
other, two hundred feet apart. We foster our own land, become 
stewards. After crude rules develop, we trade supplies and 
establish treaties.

The upper half of the island comes into conflict with the 
lower over a gully at the center. Clusters of berry bushes and 
squash plants grow wild there. The conflict mostly consists of 
yelling across the ravine, but sometimes sticks are brandished, 
stones thrown. 

A week passes in escalation—three are dead before we 
achieve a truce.

One night, the cold wind coming off the lake forces our 
halves together. We huddle for warmth at the center of the 
island. It cuts through our ragged clothes, cores us. The trees 
shake and crack, spit their curses down. 

We feel like a body with its head cut off, nerves firing 
without logic. Someone compares us to an animal, but that’s 
not right—we’re always bound to this.

We set fire to the island just before we leave it. From the 
rafts, we watch the flames twist into the night sky.



South Twin

On the next island, we do our best to reconcile the group. 
The previously coupled ones make up, patch their tents back 
together. 

When we set up our camp, we constrict its boundaries. We 
seek bonding through proximity—we want our community to 
be inevitable.

The young trees on this island provide no shade. Over 
the next few weeks they grow wrong in a manifold of ways: a 
curve that reroutes the trunk and forces it underground, metal 
shards instead of leaves, an overabundant sprouting of branches 
that siphons resources from the base, instead of sap a wax that 
drips and clumps in the bark, a thin trunk that shoots twenty 
feet high before collapsing, mouths, a profuse coat of pollen 
that attracts a layer of bees, buds that burst into flames when 
touched, bark that bleeds when pulled, one that leaks water 
until a small pond forms at the base and rots out its own roots.

And then one day they’re gone. The island only has an even 
coating of grass and us. We take this as a sign that the island is 
finished, but stay a few days lolling around on the lawn. 

The next morning the grass recedes and reveals a layer of 
dark earth. On our last day even the soil peels back until the 
island reduces to an oval of granite bedrock. We leave before it 
unmakes and submerges completely.



Rocky

Someone lives on this one. We don’t ask him any questions, 
just bludgeon and restrain him, force a branch into his mouth 
as a gag.

We have a theory that the voice has switched its source—
it comes not from the throat but from the body as a whole. 
Therefore, words should emerge from any sort of mouth.

We do our best—we cut an inch long slit in his cheek. It’s 
silent for a moment, just bleeds and bleeds. Then the edges of it 
quiver and the words come:

listen please / life on the mainland / trains cassocks wives 
/ all of them / pulled into the sky / the hole preys / stalks 
the landscape / the bastards / the thieves / they take voices 
/ saw out the trachea / crack the ribs / pry the lungs out 
/ contain the remnants / vacuum seal them / take their 
language in little gasps / it’s barely effective / marginal 
gains / can’t justify the unlodging / you should hear them 
/ not even words / cast into the sky / they empty anyway 
/ bodies light / weightless / you should hear them / hear 
them as they rise

We stuff the hole shut with a stone. We slice further from 
the source—we cut his forehead, elbow, the back of his hand, 
hips, knees, the joints of his toes. They all talk. We discuss our 



findings in limited terms, feel our bodies lighten with each 
spent word.

We leave him the next day, body empty but gagged all over 
with stones, bleeding out on the beach.



Devil

We find a wide entrance to a cave. At first we ignore it, but it’s 
just too large. It mocks our fear. One of us volunteers to go in 
first, scout the way.

Of course he doesn’t come back. 
We all go in after him as a unified gesture and an 

acknowledgement of our trajectory. Soon no light reaches us. 
We extend one arm and clasp the shoulder of the person ahead 
of us. We walk single file and resemble an insect.

It grows hot as the tunnel slopes down. We’re now beneath 
the lakebed—the weight of the water moans above us.

We find ourselves in individual corridors, separated. Our 
pathways curve through the bedrock. We soon reach the ends 
of our tunnels, and at those ends we find alcoves. A half formed 
body sits in each of them. Their skin comes from the rock and 
they resemble us superficially. We see their pupils jitter beneath 
translucent eyelids. What could they be dreaming, we wonder 
in unison. 

We walk back and reconvene, head toward the surface. 
When we emerge, the island is a different one completely. Two 
of us are gone and we make no attempt to go back and find 
them.



York

We come to this one in a thick fog. A dense crust of salt covers 
the whole island. There’s no food—we try to fish but the salt 
has killed off everything in the water. 

Our hunger halts us when we begin to leave—we realize 
that the man with the mark on his palms is still alive.

Our ribs are clearly seen, countable.
We throw salt-coated rocks at him. When they hit his 

body the crystals dislodge and shower to the ground.
After a low fire, after his blood spits down on the flames, 

we dig a little hole in the earth. We put a dense layer of salt 
down, lay his cooked body in it, then pile even more salt on 
top of that.

We eat for days.
The few of us that are left, the survivors, are brothered by 

this action—we’re somehow more the same. When we walk, 
we group tightly, our eyes focused in different directions, 
scanning the landscape. Now we’re all one sense.



Sand

We become aware of the lake as a voice. We’re not sure which 
happened first—either the lake found its words, or we were 
previously deaf to them. Regardless, we wake one morning and 
it speaks to us:

over time you thinned out, your muscles turned to thread 
/ the rim around your left eye cracked then bulged out / 
you took this to be a message, a land-bound sign / you 
never thought about the boot, the mind behind it / there 
are leaning stacks of blunt motives you’ve passed over / 
your mother did her best, bathed you in a sink / she kept 
the soap out of your colicky round mouth / are you even 
there anymore in a very literal sense / when he smashed 
the rock into your half collapsed face / did you feel any 
great loss of love / or had it already left you like a buzzing 
sound / the sound you heard all summer outside your 
bedroom window / and then one cold fall morning was 
gone and silent / you remember that sound, don’t you, 
you must remember it / crashing loud and insistent 
against the sharp rocks on the beach

We don’t dare respond—four of us remain and our feet 
barely touch the ground. We can’t spare any words. They crash 
into white foam. We only listen.



A thin, red faced man says, “We ought to shut it up.” Then 
he rises. We ignore his advice and flee to the next one.



Eagle

We paddle over on one raft. Eagle Island is small and shaped 
like an arrowhead. It doesn’t have a beach so we scale the cliffs 
surrounding the island. We’re now more aware—we regard this 
island as a waypoint and not an end in itself. 

We sleep intertwined for warmth. When we wake, one of 
us is missing. The third one must have talked in his sleep.

The other man—the one I’m not—speaks in the early 
morning light. His hair, matted and filthy, plasters upward.

 “It isn’t for lack of trying,” he says. “It’s a rushing sound 
and an application of palms. How many rafts did we start with? 
What do you hear when you hear the waves? It’s not a home 
but a lack of it, a negation. Can you map Harrison’s forehead 
anymore? Can you give me an exact tally of our dead? At least 
when it breaks, you’ll be here to see it. At least when you put 
your hand out to feel the impact, you’ll feel something. In the 
absence of—”

And then he rises.
The next island isn’t far from here, so I discard the raft, 

swim. 



Outer

I rise from the water, nearly weightless. The sun dries the 
remnants of my clothes. The island peaks on the west side, then 
drops to the sandy eastern beach. The trees are all old growth, 
but the oncoming winter has bared the branches, thinned out 
the island. The decay of the forest rises to my shins. A good step 
lifts me three or four feet into the air. At my apex, I can feel the 
pull of gravity loosen its grip.

No lights come from the mainland. At night I see stars 
bend into the hole in the sky and I hear only the voice of the 
lake. It says:

there’s a path / just one plane / a single direction / silver 
gleam / the plane’s an act of sheer will / the act isn’t yours 
but someone else’s / you’ve fulfilled your uselessness / 
don’t you remember him telling you the positive aspects 
of being hunted / how your ending is already written 
somewhere / you just have to crawl and crawl and one day 
you’ll find it 

Time spent on this island accumulates and I feel it in my 
lungs like a rasp.

After a while, the lake freezes over.
I walk out onto the thin ice—it doesn’t take much to bear 

me. Gaps in the floes reveal calmed water. They’re blocked 



streams, shut off capillaries. It doesn’t feel like walking. Air 
leaks from my lungs so I might as well form it. My feet point 
down, toes scraping the ice. I feel the suction coming from 
above. The landscape shrinks beneath me. The cracks in the 
ice form into lace. Snow blankets the islands. The mainland 
calcifies and what lives underground rises to the surface.

In the last moments before I’m pulled in, I remember us, 
then me, then embrace the sensation of neither. I look forward 
to what the future will bring—in the absence of any possible 
alternative, I choose to greet it with enthusiasm.

The land beneath me goes white and I’m through.

 
 


